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The Rise and Fall and Rise of the Great Powers 

...and the Great Currencies 

 

Summary 

 “Great Power competition has returned” says the US Pentagon. That’s ominous as we finish 

commemorating the 100th anniversary of the end of WW1.  

 Based on historical evidence, that backdrop risks a paradigm shift for financial markets 

 This report analyses past Great Power competitions to understand why they occur and how 

power is won or lost by focusing on economic and strategic factors 

 Key lessons are collated and applied to explain what is unfolding globally today – and what 

could happen in geopolitics and financial markets in the future 

 

Great Power is back 

At 11am on 11 November 2018 we commemorated 100 

years since the end of World War 1. After this sombre 

centenary was observed, French President Macron tweeted: 

“Old demons are rising again. New ideologies are 

manipulating religions, and history is threatening to repeat 

its tragedies. Let us vow once more as nations to ensure 

peace is the utmost priority, above all else, because we know 

what it will cost.”   

Those demons have been evident for some time now.  

The January 2018 US National Defence Strategy openly 

stated: “After being dismissed as a phenomenon of an 

earlier century, great power competition returned.” It 

also stressed “China and Russia want to shape a world 

antithetical to US values and interests,” and that “to prevail, 

we must integrate all elements of America’s national power 

political, economic, and military.  

The US has recently also pulled out of a nuclear arms 

limitation deal with Russia, partly due to the fact that China 

was not a signatory; and many other countries, from Europe 

to the Antipodes, now recognise that the global power 

balance is shifting, and are responding accordingly with 

higher defence spending. 

In short, it appears trade war is perhaps not the major 

threat ahead. Moreover, we are entering a renewed phase 

of global Great Power competition. 

The Rise and Fall…and Rise 

This backdrop is relevant for markets given the rise and 

fall of past Great Powers correlates strongly with the 

rise and fall of their economies and currencies. As such, 

in a world in flux, if one wants to make an educated guess 

as to which currency will rise in value, and which will fall, 

one needs to understand which countries are well-placed to 

gain or sustain Great Power and which are not. 

This Thought Piece special report looks at the history of 

Great Power competition from an economic and market 

perspective. In particular we consider the key questions: 

1. When does Great Power competition turn to Power clash? 

2. How does one win or lose Great Power competition? 

It will soon become clear that there are many lessons from 

the past that suggest what our future might look like, and 

we will attempt to project future scenarios based on 

patterns that we draw from the past. (This history is on 

pages 3-10 if you want to avoid it; start on page 11 if that’s 

where you need to focus first.)  

Of course, “History does not repeat itself, but it rhymes,” as 

Mark Twain said. Nothing written here is a forecast. 

Nonetheless, it should hopefully be of some use in fleshing 

out parameters of what the particular logics of strategy and 

Great Power competition suggest could be seen; at the very 

least, this can arguably help as a form of risk assessment. 

http://mr.rabobank.com/
mailto:michael.every@rabobank.com
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And then there were three 

The first thing we need to do is to define ‘Great Power’. 

That’s hopefully uncontroversial:  

“A great power is a sovereign state that is recognized as 

having the ability and expertise to exert its influence on a 

global scale. Great Powers characteristically possess 

military and economic strength, as well as diplomatic and 

soft power influence, which may cause middle or small 

powers to consider the great powers' opinions before 

taking actions of their own.” 

In other words, a sovereign country with military power, 

and economic muscle, helped by soft power if possible. In 

today’s world that’s a very short short-list: the US, China, 

and Russia – the latter by dint of its resources and military 

more than its soft power or economy. That is just three of 

the five permanent members of the UN Security Council, 

and of the 193 UN member states. 

The fourth permanent Security Council member, the UK, is a 

middle power at best – although its post-Brexit outlook 

raises serious questions over even that status. The fifth 

member, France, is also not a Great Power. It has a G-7 

economy, a reasonably strong military, and nuclear 

weapons. But it does not control its own currency or 

monetary policy and must comply with a Eurozone-wide 

fiscal-deficit and debt limit. As such is it actually sovereign 

enough in a true crisis situation? 

Likewise, major economies like Germany and Japan are not 

Great Powers. The former has the same economic 

constraints as France, and a far weaker military. Japan 

actually has a surprisingly large national defence force 

which is--for now--bound by a pacifist constitution that 

greatly limits its ability for independent action. Yet Japan 

could transform its power status with a new constitution, or 

constitutional interpretation. 

Clearly, however, we can see other potential Great Powers 

on the horizon: India in particular has the potential, even if 

its economy and military are currently not at the required 

level.  

There are also a rising number of potential new middle 

powers, from Australia and Brazil to South Korea. These 

have increasing regional influence, especially if they act in 

co-ordination with each other or with a Great Power.  

In short, it is a fluid global picture, but the main players to 

consider are still the US, China, and Russia. 

 

The Thucydides-Trap trap 

“It was the rise of Athens and the fear that this produced 

in Sparta that made war inevitable.” 

Thucydides, The History of the Peloponnesian War 

US-Russia tensions have been very high for some time. 

However, on rising US-China tensions there is an oft-heard 

meme: the Thucydides Trap. This argues a rising Great 

Power ends up at war with an established Power. 

However, this ‘trap’ rests on assumptions drawn from one 

simple line from the ancient Greek historian Thucydides. It 

is also historically inaccurate. Athens of that time was not a 

rising power - it already had an empire. It was Athens not 

Sparta which started the Peloponnesian war, which Sparta 

did not want, by repeatedly provoking the isolationist 

Spartans. Moreover, the death of the hugely influential 

Athenian elder statesman Pericles, whose web of personal 

relations was key to maintaining the peace, was arguably 

far more important in the start of the Peloponnesian war 

than any inexorable forces of history or economics. As such, 

the Thucydides Trap is itself a trap: all we have to support 

its apparently bloody logic is the fact that two tiny Greek 

city-states stumbled into a war thousands of years ago.  

However, that doesn’t mean that there are no other lessons 

of Great Power for us to worry about. Table 1 on page 4 

summarises Great Power struggles since 1500, the date 

taken to mark the beginning of modern history. Since then 

there have been 13 episodes of Great Powers challenged 

by rising powers. (A Harvard study argues 16 but this 

includes Germany vs. UK within the EU and Japan vs. the US 

during the 1980s: neither meets our criteria). Of those 13 

episodes, half saw the rising power win and half lose, which 

tells us little.  

Yet only TWO episodes saw Great Power change hands 

peacefully and both represented neighbouring and/or 

culturally similar transitions: Portugal > Spain, UK > US  

Moreover, there is a ‘Thucydides’ element at play. They are 

most likely to occur when the actual or perceived 

balance of power is shifting: either side can opt to act 

as a result. 

Indeed, strategic studies analysis shows that when a 

perception of power shifting kicks in, countries can act 

without regard to the lessons of history on what they 

should do. That is something to consider when we look at a 

world in flux around us. 
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More recent explanations of Great Power competition than 

Thucydides‘ are equally discomforting.  

In particular, Lenin argued in 1917 that to generate greater 

profits than saturated home markets could yield, late-stage 

capitalism would see banks and firms unite to push for the 

economic exploitation of less developed economies, both 

as sources of raw materials and as captive markets for 

finished goods.  

These nationalist policies would also have the effect of 

directing workers’ energies away from revolution at home. 

Geopolitical competition--and then military conflict--would 

hence necessarily flow from that dynamic. In short, Lenin 

believed imperialism is the highest stage of capitalism; 

Hobson’s ‘Imperialism’ (1905) argued much the same thing.  

That Leninist assertion no doubt sounded ridiculous in the 

post-WW2 period when European empires were being 

dismantled; more so in the period from 1980, when free 

trade was pushed in the West; and most after 1990, when 

free trade saw a rapid post-Cold War global expansion. But 

does it today? 

Figure 1: Boom – bust – boom – BOOM! 

 
Source: Crafts & Mills (1991), Trends in Real Wages in Britain, 1750-1913 

As Figure 1 shows, we saw a long period of 19th century UK 

real wage growth under free trade followed by stagnation, 

then a new boom under imperialism – ending in war. 

Hauner, Milanovic & Naidu (2017) also show pre-WW1 

inequality was at historical highs in all advanced belligerent 

countries; increased inequality was associated with higher 

share of foreign assets in GDP; rich wealth holders invested 

more of their assets abroad; risk-adjusted foreign returns 

were higher than risk-adjusted domestic returns; 

establishing direct political control decreased the riskiness 

of foreign assets; and an increased share of foreign assets 

was correlated with higher levels of military mobilization. 

This suggests Lenin’s theory of imperialism may have 

some empirical support.  

When one looks at the current US pushback against China’s 

One Belt One Road and its linked allegations of Chinese 

mercantilism, imperialism, and colonialism; at counter-

allegations of US imperialism; of current sabre-rattling by 

both sides; and at how this is transpiring following another 

extended period of global free trade, then of extended 

stagnation in real wage growth, there are depressingly-

strong echoes of Leninist theory evident today if one 

cares to look. In short, Great Power conflict may be built 

into the structure of capitalism. 

Arguably, such tensions were only removed by a post-WW2 

Pax Americana where the US acted as a consumer of last 

resort for all other states’ output, for example. In that 

environment, trade tensions, and hence power tensions, 

were vastly reduced.  

Moreover, post-WW2 Western economies had seen a 

marked reduction in inequality up until the late 1970s; this 

was then reversed from the 1980s onwards, and today the 

“top 1%” are once again holding the same share of the 

economy as they did during the Gilded Age of the late 

1920s. 

In short, might Great Power conflict be the norm, and 

post-WW2 global peace and stability the outlier? 
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The money follows 

From an economic and market perspective, Table 1 below 

shows that when we see Great Power shift, ‘great 

currencies’ move in tandem. That makes sense in that being 

a reserve currency requires confidence – which requires 

power.  

The Spanish Real assumed dominance when Spain did 

under the Habsburgs; the Dutch Guilder became the 

primary currency of choice when the Netherlands defeated 

the Spanish; the British Pound assumed centre stage when 

the UK pushed the Dutch aside; and when the US out-

muscled the UK, the US Dollar emerged as the primary 

global reserve currency. 

Table 1: Great Powers and Great Currencies 

Century Great Power Rising Power Result Winner “Reserve FX” 

15th Portugal Spain Peace Spain Real 

16th  France Habsburgs War Habsburgs Real 

16-17th Habsburgs Ottomans War Habsburgs Real 

17th  Habsburgs Dutch Rep. War Dutch Rep. Guilder 

17-18th   Dutch Rep. England War England Sterling 

17-18th  France UK War UK Sterling 

18-19th UK France War UK Sterling 

19th UK, France Russia War UK, France Sterling 

19th  France Prussia War Prussia Sterling 

20th UK US Peace US US$ 

20th US, UK Germany War US, UK US$ 

20th US, UK Germany War US, UK US$ 

20th US USSR War US US$ 

21st US China ? ? ? 

Source: Rabobank 

As such, the first question we asked was when these 

struggles take place. The answer is more regularly than one 

would like to think, and perhaps based on structural factors 

rather than random belligerence or bad luck. 

The second key question is how Great Power is both won 

and lost. That will be the focus of the next part of this 

report. 

  

Who where why  

One will notice most of the Great Powers in Table 1 are 

European, Eurasian, or European descendant. Why? After 

all, if one were to go back to 1500 and guess which power 

would be the global hegemon, one would not have picked 

Europe. The continent was divided by geography, language, 

and culture into feuding kingdoms, duchies, and fiefdoms. 

Figure 2: The Great Powers, 1500 

 
Source: Berteli, 1565 

True, Muscovy’s people had little technology and were 

isolated. However, the Ottoman empire was culturally 

advanced, with an efficient, meritocratic janissary soldiery. 

The Persian empire was more sparsely populated but rich in 

art and culture. The Mughals ruled over 100m people in 

opulence in India. And China’s 125m people shared very 

advanced technology and bureaucracy: nearly half a 

century earlier, Zheng He’s fleet had explored to Southeast 

Asia, India, and Africa.  

Yet Europe won out. Why?  

Because Muscovy was isolated; the Ottomans had 13 bad 

Sultans in a row; the Persians were squeezed between the 

Ottomans and the Mughals; the Mughals were more 

interested in decadence than conquest; and China turned 

inwards. Zheng He’s ships were burned to maintain prized 

stability. Indeed, the Chinese bureaucracy was afraid of its 

own army and of markets for the same reason.  

In short, the first lessons of becoming a Great Power are: 

 

Over-centralisation bad

Competition good

Geography key
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The Empires strike back 

Europe partly won by default. However, its victory was also 

due to constant internal warfare. No-one could close 

their borders and say “enough”. Instead, each kingdom 

needed to innovate to gain military power. 

Meanwhile, Europe’s geography was perfect for bulk trade. 

The bulk ships required needed wind power rather than 

oars, and thick hulls to hold the weight. Such vessels were 

far more powerful than those the Ottomans possessed. 

Europe therefore gradually began to dominate the waves. 

That cultural foundation of ships, commercial competition, 

and militarism led European kingdoms towards the next 

phase of their power development (in a precursor of 

Leninist theory): empire.  

Portugal was first to do so. However, Spain soon eclipsed 

its smaller neighbour – the first peaceful, modern Great 

Power struggle and the last before 1945. The enormous 

riches Spain found in the Americas, particularly silver, were 

to have a transformative effect on Spanish power. They 

were also the base for the global monetary economy: Spain 

mined silver in the Americas and sent it West to China, 

receiving luxury goods in return. The Habsburg dynasty, 

via Spain, then attempted to dominate Europe, offering 

critical lessons in Great Power. 

Figure 3: Hapless Habsburgs 

 Source: Janvier, 1762 

Spain looked well-placed to succeed as through a 

combination of diplomacy and aggression the Habsburgs 

had acquired: huge land holdings; 25% of Europe’s 

population; American gold and silver; Spanish pike-men, 

the fiercest warriors in Europe; a huge pool of mercenaries; 

and a large navy. 

Yet despite those huge resources they ultimately failed – 

and the reason why was a very contemporary sounding “It’s 

the economy, stupid”. In short, their dynasty was built on a 

very weak economic superstructure. 

The rich were largely tax exempt, meaning the poor and 

merchants were squeezed for taxes instead. Their religious 

lobby was stronger than the commercial, keeping practices 

not ‘business friendly’. There was a chronic lack of skilled 

craftsmen. Moreover, although the riches of the Americas 

were enormous, so were their expenditures on war given 

how many fronts they were fighting on to keep control: the 

Habsburgs were permanently close to bankruptcy.  

Even worse, as Spain became reliant on the constant 

flow of bullion/capital from the Americas, its domestic 

industry withered and the country became a decadent 

net importer. Spain even imported goods from the Dutch 

while it was fighting them, for example; with little local 

industry it had no other choice! 

In short, the Habsburgs were richly endowed with 

resources and yet economically and financially 

incapable of keeping their Great Power status. This is 

evidenced most clearly in the size of the army they could 

sustain, as shown in Figure 4. Whereas in the 16th century 

the Habsburgs could increase their manpower more rapidly 

than their opponents, by the mid-17th century Spain could 

no longer compete with France, let alone with France, 

England, and Sweden. 

Figure 4: Increase in Military Manpower, 1470-1660 

 
Source: Parker, Spain and the Netherlands (1972), p. 96 

As such, the next set of key lessons of maintain or 

increasing Great Power are: 
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Pass the parcel 

The Dutch emerged from their independence struggle with 

the Spanish as a major power, albeit with limited 

population and resources. However, through the channel of 

empire and trade—this time net exporting and not net 

importing—the Dutch Republic punched well above its 

weight. Indeed, the Guilder was the primary currency 

and Amsterdam the financial centre in the 17th century.  

Figure 5: 33,315 Dutch Ships’ Logs, 1750-1799 

 
Source: Climatalogical Database for the World’s Oceans) 

However, Great Power is always challenged. The English 

felt they could wrest commercial primacy and Great Power 

from their neighbours, and joint English and French 

mercantilist strategies were used as economic weapons. 

The Navigation Acts of 1651 and 1660 in England required 

importing ships to be English; import restrictions and high 

tariffs were introduced in France. Even so the Dutch 

comprehensively defeated the English three times in war 

(1652-54, 1665-67, and 1672-74).  

However, geography weighed against the Dutch. English 

ports had deeper waters allowing larger, thicker-hulled 

ships to be built that were stronger in battle. This fact--and 

mercantilism--helped the English East India Company to 

gradually push aside the Dutch United East India Company 

(VOC) from key far-east trade routes. Gradually, England 

then eclipsed a stagnating Dutch Republic, London 

surpassed Amsterdam, and Sterling replaced the Guilder.  

The key Great Power lessons here are that:

 

Not tonight, Josephine 

Five Great Powers had emerged: the UK, France, Prussia, the 

Habsburgs, and Russia. However, the major Great Power 

struggle was Anglo-French. The UK’s track record in these 

wars was remarkable: victories in 1666-67, 1689-97, 1702-

13, 1744-48, 1756-63, 1778-83, 1780-84, and 1793-1802 

despite France being a larger country with a bigger 

population and greater resources. Why did it lose? 

Table 2: UK government borrowing as a % of expenditure 

1687-

1697 

1702-

1713 

1739-

1748 

1756-

1763 

1776-

1783 

1793-

1815 

33.6 31.4 31.1 37.4 40.0 26.6 

Source: Kennedy, Rise and Fall of the Great Powers (1987), p.81 

First, the British had a more efficient economy and taxes 

were lower and fairer than in France. The UK government’s 

record as a good creditor meant low borrowing rates; thus 

huge public deficits for war could be sustained. France had 

high taxes centred on a few payers, and the crown regularly 

defaulted, leading to higher interest rates. France also 

suffered from strategic over-reach, undecided if it was a 

naval or a continental power; the British focused on a large 

navy, relying on allies in Europe and a small standing army. 

Hence the next set of Great Power lessons are that: 

 

Trade lets you outperform

Mercantilism can work

Geography key

Lower rates win wars

Credit ratings matter

Strategic over-reach bad

Figure 6: The big two 

 Source:  Janvier, 1762 
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The final Anglo-French war against Napoleon saw the 

economy targeted. France instituted a continental boycott 

of British goods to use mercantilism as a weapon; the UK 

cut France off from its overseas empire. The results were 

clear: smuggling and rapid growth in exports to the empire 

saw the British economy boom; France saw productivity 

decline as it turned inwards.  

Figure 7:  Finally faced his Waterloo 

 Source: Janvier, 1762 

Meanwhile, the UK borrowed heavily. By contrast, 

Napoleon was fiscally conservative: he didn’t borrow, he 

plundered. Yet when he ran out of territories to conquer, 

revenues then dried up.   

From a strategic perspective, the UK stuck to its navy-and-

land-allies gambit, paying them to fight if need be; 

although expensive, this allowed the navy freedom to 

operate and trade to boom. Again France could not decide 

if it was a naval or a land power, to its detriment. 

Table 3: Britannia rules the waves, France can’t focus 

 1690 1710 1760 1778 1789 1814 

UK Army 70,000 75,000 200,000 - 40,000 250,000 
 

UK Navy 100 124 105 90 195 214 
 

FR Army 400,000 350,000 330,000 170,000 180,000 600,000 
 

FR Navy 120 50 70 63 81 80 
 

Sources: Anderson, Europe in the 18th Century; Dull, The French Navy and 

American Independence (1972)  

 

Round 1 

The Napoleonic Wars were so destructive they were called 

The Great War, one never to be repeated. Europe was 

collectively determined never to allow a single power to 

try to dominate it. Yet six decades later, in 1871, 

Germany united, presenting just that threat.  

German economic growth was stellar due to mercantilism 

and state capitalism; its industry was newer and better than 

that of the UK; its army and navy grew rapidly with superb 

precision, the latter causing the UK particular alarm; and 

after the shift to rule by Kaiser Willhelm II, German 

intellectuals and politicians called for a redivision of the 

globe to allow the emerging superpower a role suiting its 

new economic and political strength.  

Figure 8: Here we go again 

 Source: Janvier, 1762 

British confidence in free trade, adopted when it held 

industrial primacy, was shaken: “Suppose an industry which 

is threatened [by foreign competition] is one which lies at the 

root of your system of National defence, where are you 

then?” asked prominent professor and defence expert W. A. 

S. Hewins in 1904. 

Crucially, the UK opted not to look for land allies to counter 

a rapid German naval build up for once; rather, an arms 

race accelerated. For its part, Germany needed to fight on 

two land fronts, France and Russia. This proved a huge 

strategic error for Germany.   

Table 4: Naval tonnage 

 1880 1890 1900 1910 1914 

UK 650,000 679,000 1,065,000 2,174,000 2.714,000 

Germany 88,000 190,000 285,000 964,000 1,305,000 

Source: Wright, Study of War, pp. 670-71 

Germany and the Central Powers lost despite their high 

military and industrial quality because they could not match 

the Allies’ strategic depth, the total resources available.  

Austerity as bad as debt!

'Seal' your mercantilism!

Naval strategy & land allies
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That ultimately outweighed superior individual German 

troops and equipment. That imbalance was immediately 

obvious when one looks at the German/Central Powers 

total industrial potential vs. that of the UK, France, and 

Russia.  

Figure 9:  Total industrial potential (UK in 1900 = 100) 

 
Source: Bairoch, International Industrialization Levels, pp.292, 299  

The gap was even larger in population and hence ultimately 

in fighting men.  

Figure 10: Population, millions 

 
Sources: Black, The Modernization of Japan and Russia, pp.6-7; Rostow. The 

Process of Economic Growth (1960) 

The key lessons here are more strategic than economic. 

Germany was qualitatively better, but without 

resources, ultimate defeat loomed in WW1. Meanwhile, a 

British strategy of naval primacy and land allies was 

vindicated once again – just. 

 

Splinters 

Post-WW1 there were concerted efforts to rebuild the pre-

war economic system. However, no country was able to 

deal with its huge war debts: everyone had presumed WW1 

would be paid for by others, but a deliberately weakened 

Germany was not capable of doing so. A US credit bubble 

saw a false recovery in the 1920s, but 1929’s Wall Street 

Crash and subsequent Great Depression ensured the UK 

had to break sterling’s link to gold in 1931.  

Figure 11: The 1930’s new kids on the currency blocs 

 Source: Berteli, 1565 

The global economy then fractured into rival political and 

monetary camps as each struggled to respond to socio-

economic disaster and market chaos. These meant: 

 A sterling bloc with 50% tariffs for outside economies;  

 A gold bloc trading with gold-backed currencies;  

 The US Dollar isolated inside an inwards-looking US;  

 Communist Russia outside the trade network;  

 A Japanese Yen bloc used in its Asian empire; and  

 A Nazi bloc first protectionist, then autarchic.  

The Great Power and great currency lessons are that a 

currency needs power; if nobody can fill the gap, global 

trading must then fracture. Moreover, when there is such 

economic and political chaos, very odd strategic alliances of 

convenience can emerge, even if only temporary (e.g., the 

Nazi-Soviet pact). 
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Round 2 

As the French general Foch noted in 1918: "This is not 

peace. It is an armistice for 20 years". So it proved. WW2 

saw a far larger, more destructive struggle of two similar 

alliances. The UK was far weaker both militarily and 

economically. Russia was initially unprepared, and so was 

the US. Yet the ultimate outcome was the same – a 

crushing German/Axis defeat. 

Figure 12: Here we again, again 

 
Source: Janvier, 1762 

Early in the war there were moments when an Axis victory 

might have been possible, but the economic and strategic 

reality became clear over time. Once the US entered 

WW2, German defeat was inevitable; arguably even 

without the US it would have happened once Russia began 

to switch all its economic potential to the war effort.  

Figure 13: Relative War Potential, % total forces, 1937 

 
Source: Hillmann, Comparative Strength of the Great Powers 

Again, Axis strategic depth was a fraction of the Allies. 

Pre-war that was evident, and as economies shifted civilian 

production over to the war effort the gap widened; aircraft 

production in Figure 14 show that dynamic. Germany was 

also not able to either feed or fuel itself. Even new 

holdings post 1939 were not necessarily a benefit: when 

Germany defeated France it inherited a weak economy 

because Anglo-French supply chains had been severed, 

while people still needed to eat. 

So why did the Axis powers fight? An easy answer is Hitler 

was mad - but that is superficial, especially for the pre-

war period. A second answer is the economic collapse 

and national humiliation imposed by the Treaty of 

Versailles. And a third is Leninist imperialism. Yet none 

explain why the Axis fought when so out-matched. 

A fourth answer might be Thucydides. The fascist Axis 

had totally incompatible world views from the 

relative liberalism of the Allies who controlled the 

global status quo. The Axis were aware of the gulf in 

relative strategic depth, and that it was only going to 

widen in the future. As such they saw a narrow window 

of opportunity to strike and set new global terms, 

hoping the war-weary Allies would lack the stomach for 

a long fight. In short, it was perhaps a “fear of the rise of 

America” that necessitated taking a wild military gamble. 

It can also be argued that the US precipitated this 

decision for Japan when it imposed an oil boycott on it. 

Japan, already fascist and expansionist, either had to 

acquiesce to US policy diktats or find new resources in 

the region. It chose the latter- and war when it also 

struck the US at Pearl Harbour. 

 

Figure 14: Aircraft Production, annual 

 
Source: Overy, Air War, p. 150 

So what Great Power lessons do we learn from WW2?  
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A Touch of Frost 

In 1943 the US knew it would be the next global hegemon. 

As a US Army Military Planning Document noted: “The 

successful termination of the war against our present 

enemies will find a world profoundly changed in respect of 

relative national military strengths, a change more 

comparable indeed with that occasioned by the fall of Rome 

than with any other change occurring during the succeeding 

1,500 years.”   

Yet the end of WW2 saw the start of Cold War between 

the US and the only Great Power with the strategic depth to 

challenge it - the Soviet Union. 

Figure 15: When two sides go to Cold War 

 Source: Berteli, 1565 

This was a global struggle in that both states assembled a 

cohort of other countries and institutions to support them: 

NATO vs. the Warsaw Pact; the EU vs. COMINTERN; and 

pro-US and Russian countries in the Middle East, in Africa, 

Asia, and Latin America. The Soviet bloc included a huge 

percentage of global population and resources. 

However, the US alliance proved far more dynamic than its 

Soviet counterpart and in 1991 the USSR collapsed.  

The simplest economic and strategic lessons from that 

post-WW2 struggle were that the Soviets were ‘the 

Habsburgs 2.0’ as it was shown that: 

 

…and so here we are 

As we argued a year ago, we are in the early stages of a 

new US-China Cold War (see here and here). Indeed, in a 

bellicose October 2018 speech at the Hudson Institute 

Vice-President Pence denounced China’s “whole of 

government” rivalry with the US, its Made in China 2025 

industrial plans, its use of “debt diplomacy”, and its political 

suppression of minorities in Tibet and Xinjiang. Pence also 

detailed US plans for an integrated strategy to counter 

China’s “military, economic, political and ideological 

aggression.” 

Of course, this also means Great Power competition that 

involves many other states. And as shown, there are many 

historical parallels to draw from in terms of economics and 

strategy.  

Figure 16: And when they do it again 

 Source: Berteli, 1565 

First, there is the 1945-1991 period - two global powers 

offering different models to the rest of the world. However, 

the relative starting points are totally different.  

Crucially, the US and Chinese economies are extremely 

integrated, whereas the USSR was isolated; and China has 

adopted market mechanisms in some areas, and embraces 

(the US alleges “steals”) Western technology. This isn’t to 

say that there are not some regional Cold War similarities - 

there are, and these may grow ahead. Yet for now better 

historical examples can be drawn 

As in 1945 the US is war weary and hugely indebted; but 

today it is bitterly divided and faces no post-war upswing in 

confidence or growth; it is a huge net importer reliant on 

foreign capital; it is losing its industrial base and 

technological edge; is seeing its military lead narrowing; 

and is suffering from over-reach globally, trying to do too 

much in too many places without what appears to be a 

coherent strategy other than refusing to admit its relative 

decline.  

The better economy wins

Markets beat state control

Maps & real power differ

https://services.rabobank.com/publicationservice/download/publication/token/U5ncdzscHa9Yx2rnIMMj
https://services.rabobank.com/publicationservice/download/publication/token/LIfnuAEa4ITncxgKZbtI
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By contrast, China has grown rapidly with a state-capitalist, 

mercantilist model; its industrial base is soaring, its 

technology gap closing, and its military adding layers of 

muscle monthly. It also has a strategic focus: the Belt and 

Road Initiative (BRI), creating a new global order that allows 

it a larger role, as well as the goal stated at the 19th Party 

Congress in November 2017 – global primacy by 2050. 

Looking at history, the closest parallel to today’s 

situation is arguably pre-WW1, where a rising Germany 

after 1890 challenged a powerful but rapidly declining UK. 

Consider that: 

 Pre-WW1 Germany and the UK were still each-others’ 

largest trading partners (see Table 5) and accounted 

for a larger share of national trade then than the US 

and China do with each-other now; 

  

 The UK and its dominions were leading exporters of 

foodstuffs, raw materials, and luxuries to Germany; 

 

 Reflecting the popular mood, British intellectual Angell 

argued in ‘The Great Illusion’ (1909) that it was 

inconceivable for two global economies like Germany and 

the UK to slip into war due to mercantile integration and 

the drop in profits that would result; and 

  

 The German and British heads of state were not just 

friendly, they were family - King George of the UK was 

the first cousin of Kaiser Wilhelm. (The Czar of Russia was 

also a cousin of both.)  

Even that cumulative economic and political backdrop 

could not prevent conflict when either Thucydides, or Lenin, 

or the UK’s abandonment or its navy and allies strategy, or 

German’s need for military speed vs. France, or just bad 

luck, pulled them into WW1.   

Table 5: German imports & exports, % total 

 UK & 

Empire 

Russia US Austro-

Hungary 

France 

1900 21.5 12.5 16.9 12.0 5.1 

1911 18.3 17.1 13.8 7.6 5.4 

      

1900 22.8 6.8 9.3 10.7 5.8 

1911 17.7 8.6 7.9 11.3 7.4 

Source: Crammond, Economic Relations of the British and German Empires, 

Journal of the Royal Statistical Society (1914), Vol. 77, No. 8 

 

From a Thucydides’ perspective, pre-1914 also saw 

Germany rapidly closing the military gap on the UK quite 

effortlessly due to fast economic growth. As Crammond 

(1914) argued “…I am of the opinion that her expenditure 

upon armaments constitutes a much less heavy burden upon 

her people than it did in 1895….provided Germany’s 

economic expansion continues at the ratio maintained 

during the last decade (and apart from war I see no reason 

why it should not do), fifteen years hence Germany should be 

in a position to expend upon armaments at least 

£100,000,000 per annum, and this without placing upon her 

people a relatively heavier burden than they are called upon 

to carry today.” 

The same pattern below is eerily familiar today. Chinese 

defence spending has been closing on that of the US even 

as such spending as a % of GDP has remained lower (and 

recall China gets more ‘bang’ for each buck too, and may 

be under-reporting what it actually spends). 

In short, the US has to run faster than China, make more 

sacrifices, or borrow more, just to stand still. In other words, 

without any change the status quo is one where the US 

faces relative decline. 

Figure 17: Defence spending – the gap was closing 

 
Sources: SIPRI, Rabobank 

The echoes of Thucydides, if not Lenin, are also clear. A 

September 2018 Military Times survey saw 46% of US 

military personnel expect war in the next 12 months vs. 

5% in 2017; and a recently-retired US general has stated it 

is “highly likely” the US and China will be at war in 15 years. 

That said, one reassuring similarity with 1945-1991 is that 

the existence of nuclear weapons on both the US and 

Chinese sides greatly reduces the likelihood of the kind 

of war seen twice between the UK and Germany. What is 

far more likely to be seen is a wide-ranging, long-lasting 

Cold War – though that does not mean regional conflicts 

with US and Chinese involvement cannot break out: they 

certainly did between 1945 and 1991 (e.g., Korea, Vietnam, 

the many Arab-Israeli wars, the Afghan War).    
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Key lessons 

This is an exercise in economics and market risk. As such, 

we will consider what the current backdrop is likely to mean 

for them short of war. In order to do this we will 

summarise the various key lessons of gaining and 

keeping Great Power from an economic and strategic 

perspective and assess how the US and China currently 

adhere to them. We will look at which lessons each side 

might re-learn, and then what the probable response 

from the other side would be to that policy shift. 

Please note this latter dynamic is crucial. Unlike 

econometric models, which are static and do not consider 

“second order” effects, countries do not sit still when a 

rival changes tactics against them - subject to their own 

internal policy flexibility. True, that means that any 

projection then becomes subject to an infinite number of “if 

this, then that; if that, then this” iterations. Yet that process 

reveals the limited options a state may have in certain 

scenarios: what happens when they run out of options, or 

palatable option? For example, the Soviet Union wanted to 

change to prevent its eclipse but could not: its internal 

political rigidities ensured that glasnost (openness) and 

perestroika (economic reforms) only accelerated the demise 

of what was at root a rigid, closed political system.  

As such, the key lessons from history are as follows:  

Geography and resources matter: without them one 

cannot hope to maintain Great Power. If they are not held 

locally, reliable supply chains are neeed. The UK used its 

empire, for example, yet could have been starved by 

German U-boats in WW2 without the US’ ability to keep 

producing cargo ships and the British shift of tactics to 

target U-boats when they refuelled. By contrast, Germany 

twice failed to seize Great Power due to a lack of resources 

and the inability to use land-based supply chains;  

The economy is key: one cannot challenge or maintain 

Great Power with just resources – they must be used 

efficiently to keep a high level of growth to support military 

power. Think of the Habsburgs or the Soviets; 

Debt is bad. One must have the ability to borrow huge 

amounts at low rates to make it sustainable – consider the 

repeated British victories vs. the French. Yet indebtedness 

destroys Great Power over time: think of the Habsburgs. 

Hemce growth must be sustained to keep debt serviceable; 

Austerity is bad. Paradoxically tightening one’s belt is a 

clear way to ensure that Great Power fails. The military 

machine must be fed, or it fails. Relying on plunder is not 

enough. Think of Napoleon vs. the British and his refusal to 

borrow; 

Mercantilism beats free trade head-to-head. While this is 

controversial, the historical track record shows mercantilists 

have managed to severely damage the economies of free 

traders, slowing their growth and reducing the revenues 

needed to pay for the military, while simultaneously seizing 

supply chains, industries, or trade-route monopolies. Yet 

mercantilism must be “sealed”. Napoleon’s continental 

boycott failed as other markets were open in the empire;    

Don’t over-stretch. A qualitative edge (better ships, 

soldiers) is not enough to overcome lack of strategic depth 

when ranged against a better-endowed opponents (i.e., 

more ships or soldiers). Think of France vs. the UK, with its 

inabiity to decide on land vs. sea, or Germany vs. the UK in 

WW1 and its superior generals and guns; and 

Naval strategy with land allies. We have repeatedly seen 

that control of the seas, and using land-based allies, is 

more efficient and cheaper than maintaing a navy and an 

army. This was the base of British supremacy for centuries. 

 

One can perhaps already see that the “peculiar logic of 

strategy”, as Luttwak (2001) calls it, runs very 

differently to traditional economic theory. While many 

economists might agree that debt is bad, few would argue 

that austerity is – or that free trade can be harmful in terms 

of Great Power struggles. This underlines the fact that 

Great Power competition is an environment that shakes 

‘common knowledge’ of how economics and markets 

should work.   

Geography/resources key

Economy key

Debt bad

Austerity bad

Mercantilism > free trade

Don't over-stretch

Naval strategy & land allies
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In the red corner 

If we think of where China sits in regard to these key 

lessons, much appeared to be going well – until recently. 

China was well aware that it is limited by its geography. The 

country is effectively landlocked due to the vast expanse of 

largely barren land between its west and major markets. Its 

naval access is narrow through the South China Sea, 

making it vulnerable to blockades, and it is ring-fenced by 

US allies both on land and sea. China also has a critical lack 

of resources relative to domestic consumption: for example, 

it can neither feed nor power itself.  

The strategic answer to these obstacles has been three-

fold:  

The Belt and Road Initiaitve (BRI) to physically link 

Eurasia together through infrastructure schemes, as well as 

Chinese FDI into ports and key logistical facilities around 

the world; claiming the South China Sea as a bridge 

towards access to the Pacific by building militarized artifical 

islands; and using its huge domestic market as a form of 

soft power to lure US allies, and even large US businesses, 

to realign their economies and foreign policy away from 

Washington and towards Beijing.  

 

China also understood the need for maintaining rapid GDP 

growth to support Great Power, and that austerity is 

harmful – indeed, its augmented fiscal deficit is estimated 

by the IMF at around 12% of GDP, which is the opposite of 

austere. Equally it saw that interest rates must stay low, or 

the quantity of credit remain ample, and that mercantilism 

gives it the upper hand over the US on trade, as supply 

chains have moved from the US to it in many key industries.  

However, this is not to say that China has proceeded 

flawlessly. Despite an enormous increase in nominal GDP, 

the country’s debt problems are equally enormous and 

growing rapidly, and GDP growth is now slowing due to 

an inefficient quasi-command economy that 

misallocates capital on a vast scale. Ironically, China is 

perfectly set up to mass-produce industrial products in a 

way suited for the whole-of-economy war-time production 

Great Powers need in the final furlong of a power 

competition – but not to produce goods sustainably for 

profit in peace-time due to structural over-supply! As shall 

be shown shortly, that fact creates its own strategic Achilles’ 

heel in an environment short of actual war.  

Moreover, on a related front, China looks to be over-

stretching with its furious global activity from Piraeus to 

the Pacific Islands, and from the Arctic to Antarctica. 

Indeed, while there are still some enthusiastic takers for 

Chinese BRI investment, the scale and ambition of China’s 

new footprint is also seeing a political push-back, most 

recently in Malaysia, and perhaps even in crucial Pakistan: 

that backlash may well grow ahead with some US help.  

Militarily, Beijing is actively pursuing a closer alliance with 

Russia, with whom it recently held troop exercises involving 

300,000 men, the largest such games since 1981. China is 

also rapidly building up its navy, with the country building 

17 fighting ships in the past 12 months. The global naval 

power bechmark of an aircraft carrier is now in service too, 

with several others under construction. Is this a Chinese 

naval and land allies strategy, which would arguably be the 

most efficient for a mercantile Great Power? Yet note China 

is also building up its army and airforce too, suggesting a 

lack of focus. 

In short, China seems to have learned some of the lessons 

of Great Power, especially starting from a relatively weak 

position - but not yet all of them. 
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In the red, white & blue corner 

The US starts with an enormous advantage in terms of 

geography, with no threats to its borders, unimpeded 

access to two oceans, and more than abundant natural 

resources of all kinds.  

However, US GDP growth has been far lower than China’s 

for far too long, allowing the latter to move closer and 

closer to surpassing it – indeed the IMF believe that on a 

Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) basis China has already done 

so. Whether the US can sustain its present pace of GDP 

growth is also questionable. 

US debt is again very high, and public debt in particular 

is set to rise rapidly ahead due to recent tax cuts even 

while the economy is performing well on a headline 

basis; as such belt-tightening may be about to begin, even 

for the crucial defence sector. US interest rates are also 

being raised, which exacerbates this problem – even if with 

an integrated global economy and financial markets, that 

weapon arguably does as much damage to China than it 

does to the US via downwards pressure on its currency. 

The US had long been following a free trade model with 

China in total abandonment of all lessons of Great Power 

history: however things are changing fast. “Economic 

security is national security” appears to be the Trump 

doctrine. And trade is now seen as a key part of that. 

The 25% tariffs imposed on USD50bn of China goods, set 

to rise to USD250bn, and perhaps to USD507bn, represent 

a clear turn towards mirroring Chinese trade practice back 

at it. A recent executive report prepared for the president 

also concluded that further steps must be taken to ensure 

US industrial muscle remains in place. The argument was 

made that China represents a “significant and growing risk 

to the supply of materials and technologies deemed strategic 

and critical to US national security”. Moreover, in multiple 

cases the sole remaining domestic US producer of materials 

critical to defence are on the verge of shutting down their 

factory and importing lower cost materials from the same 

foreign producer country who is forcing them out of 

domestic production. 

To change this backdrop, the conclusion was that support 

for a vibrant domestic manufacturing sector, a solid 

defence industrial base, and resilient supply chains is 

now a US national priority – and a quasi-industrial policy 

and long-run budgets will be put in place to ensure that 

this priority is met.  

One cannot understate the significance of this shift in US 

policy direction in terms of Great Power dynamics. 

 

Strategically, however, the US is still hugely over-

stretched and will remain so even with a revised economic 

policy: US forces are still active in too many places at once, 

and sometimes to no clear purpose.  

Crucially, there is no naval and land-allies focus, as the UK 

once followed: rather, the US is both the navy and the land 

ally to itself on front after front as a legacy of it being the 

one global hyper-power until recently.  

Overall, the US is still failing to look at some of the key 

lessons of Great Power – debt and over-stretch, in 

particular. 
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To sea or not to sea 

In short, we have already seen a massive pivot in US 

economic policy towards quasi-mercantilism and 

nascent (military-) industrial policy as a result of a Great 

Power struggle with China. Yet that arguably isn’t 

enough. What other changes can we expect to see in terms 

of a strategic shift, and what impact will they have? And 

what would the other side then do in response? 

Figure 18: Mahan (left) vs. Mackinder (right) 

 
Source: Wells, 1667-1727 

The British geographer Mackinder noted in 1919: “Who 

rules East Europe commands the Heartland; who rules the 

Heartland commands the World-Island; who rules the World-

Island commands the world.“ That argument is that control 

of the Eurasian land-mass is key to global Great Power.  

By contrast US naval tactician Mahan argued in 1890: 

“…Easy access to the high sea itself, while at the same time it 

controls one of the great thoroughfares of the world’s traffic, 

it is evident that the strategic value of its location is very 

high.” In other words, it is control of the seas and key trade 

routes that matters most for real power. 

Notably, since 1945 the US has attempted to follow both 

stratagems. It has maintained the world’s largest navy, 

patrolling all key trade routes. At the same time, the US has 

been deeply embedded in Europe, in South East Asia, and 

in the Middle East. As noted, this is now widely seen as too 

much for the US economy, and its defence budget, to 

handle.  

Yet the need for the US to continue to rule the waves and 

Eurasia is greatly lessened by: 

 Energy independence via shale gas, which means that 

control of the Middle East is no longer a strategic priority; 

 Wealthy allies in Asia and Europe make a proportionately 

far smaller contribution towards collective defence, in even 

these uncertain times; and 

 Some allies (e.g., Germany, Japan, South Korea) are 

responsible for bilateral US trade deficits that have seen 

key industrial technologies shift offshore, so indirectly 

weakening defence-related supply chains in US eyes.  

Would it make sense for the US to shift away from a 

Mackinder & Mahan strategy towards a more 

affordable Mahan version? If so, this would imply the 

following steps: 

 A huge US navy increase together with Indo-Pacific naval 

alliances with Australia, Japan, India, Vietnam, and Taiwan 

to ring-fence China;  

 A gradual US withdrawal from the Middle East to save 

men and money now its oil isn’t needed;  

 Forcing US allies in Europe (and Asia) to spend much 

more on defence goods produced in the US to reduce 

bilateral trade deficits and military expenses; and  

 Defusing tensions with secondary powers like North 

Korea that cannot be allowed to distract the US from the 

main target of China 

It’s possible that readers are not aware of developments in 

all regions of the globe, but 2018 has already seen strong 

movement towards each of those steps! This is join-the-

dots evidence that a shift in US strategy is underway. 

Figure 19: Surrounded 

 
Source: Wells, 1667-1727 

Crucially, US over-stretch would the be scaled back – and 

it is China who would have to respond with an expensive 

shift towards building a larger navy and maintaining land 

forces too: recall the lessons of the Anglo-French wars? 

Moreover, China’s key resources would have the implied 

risk of a naval blockade: think of Germany vs. the UK in 

WW1, and the German U-boats in WW2.  

US mercantilism will also prove devastating to China, 

just as Chinese mercantilism has been to US industry, and 

as the UK’s was to the Dutch. Without USD earnings from 

trade to support its balance of payments, China runs ‘twin 

deficits’ - fiscal and trade. That would mean it could no 

longer prop up its economy with CNY liquidity – or not 

without exchange rate depreciation or much higher interest 

rates, both of which spell disaster for Great Power. 
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Ra Ra Ras-Putin 

Figure 20: China’s trade balance 

 
Source: Macrobond 

Combining both of these thoughts, consider that the US 

also has other weapons at its disposal. Now it is an energy 

superpower due to shale gas, it is perhaps in a position to 

rally fellow energy producers against the world’s largest 

importer – China.  

Consider that the US, Canada, US Middle-East allies, 

Russia and its central-Asian allies, and Australia 

together hold 58% of proven oil reserves and the same 

of gas. If one adds Iran--a country under huge US pressure 

in a naked example of the political-economy of Great 

Power--then the totals are 67% and 74%. In short, with one 

regime change and some détente, the US could be in the 

position to set terms for an energy-hungry China.   

Yet the US has another weapon: the USD itself. While this 

remains the key global reserve currency, US mercantilism, 

and its control of the SWIFT network, as just shown 

with Iran, can weaponise the US currency and its 

financial system. Those Washington favours retain access 

to SWIFT for global banking, and easy access to the 

offshore Eurodollar market and Fed swap lines in a liquidity 

emergency; those it does not favour do not – and must 

bear the consequences when crises occur, even if the US 

precipitates them itself. 

The sum total of the US weakening China via mercantilism, 

sharing its defence burden more widely, exporting defence 

products to ensure an even smaller trade deficit, holding a 

whip-hand over energy prices, and weaponising the US 

Dollar all contend that while America is weakening 

objectively and relatively on many traditional Great Power 

metrics, and China looking like it is still gaining, in reality 

there could still be a sharp reversal ahead that will catch 

the many, and the markets, by surprise. 

 

 

So what can China do to react to this US reaction to 

China’s strategy for Great Power? The answer is not a 

great deal - alone. 

The US is mirroring China’s tactics back at it with 

mercantilism screening off key technology and industrial 

sectors, and with announced efforts to support alternatives 

to China’s BRI. By doing so, the relative advantage China 

holds is greatly, perhaps vastly, weakened. How would 

China react to a sudden downwards spiral in its power? 

Calmly, or by seeing that its window for action is rapidly 

closing? The worst-case historical echo is obviously the 

example of the gamble of the Axis powers and WW2.  

Of course, China is so far responding with calls for reform 

and free trade - yet it is not actually undertaking any of 

these steps. That is because if China decides to take the 

economic ‘high ground’ the US has abandoned, it 

would make itself weaker as a Great Power. History 

shows mercantilism will beat free trade in a power struggle: 

the advantage would be to the US; yet if China and the US 

were both to adopt full, free trade then it would be 

politically incompatible with a Chinese aim for Great Power: 

one can see the quandary! 

Consequently, China needs to make friends in order to tip 

the economic balance against the US and its new strategy. 

That is why it is talking about the global rules-based order 

yet not opening up its markets: for example, Beijing has 

waved the carrot of USD30 trillion in goods imports over 

the next 15 years – yet it is importing USD2 trillion a year 

now, meaning imports will become relatively smaller! 

Moreover, Made in China 2025 aims for 70% local input 

sourcing. Unsurprisingly perhaps, a recent PEW survey 

shows 63% of global respondents would like the US remain 

the world’s leading power vs. 19% for China.  

Key countries that need to be won over are Russia and 

the EU. Russia’s strategic depth, if reduced today in 

population and industry, has long been key to Great Power 

struggles. If Russia moves into China’s orbit the US faces a 

protracted struggle it is not guaranteed to win: Russia can 

provide China with all the resources and military 

technology it needs. Conversely, Russia in the Western 

camp would ensures China cannot be global hegemon. The 

White House must presumably know this(?) 

Yet Russia cannot provide markets for Chinese goods and 

crucial FX inflows to replace USD trade with the US: as 

Figure 20 shows, Europe can. As such, China will 

assiduously woo the EU, or cajole certain members, to lean 

its way. For its part, the US will try to ensure it can “seal” its 

mercantilism against China to prevent it leaking, like 

Napoleon’s did against the British. 
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Manhattan mystery 

China also has two other potentially key strategies to 

push back against the US push-back: breaking the USD 

monopoly, and advanced technology. On the first, China 

could try to set up an alternative to SWIFT with Russia. Even 

Europe might be interested to join given what just 

happened with Iran. However, anyone using it would face 

US repercussions and a binary choice--trade with the US or 

others--and for now CNY remains unloved internationally, 

more so as the BRI sees a backlash. 

Second, China has been investing hugely in artificial 

intelligence and quantum computing and is reportedly 

close to breakthroughs in both that are described as 

potentially paradigm-shifting as the US Manhattan Project. 

Quantum computing, for example, could lead to 

undecipherable Chinese codes and the ability to 

instantaneously crack all US civil or military security: the 

strategic implications of that threat should be obvious. 

Hypothetically, China may hope this technological ability 

would force the US to change course instantly and 

acquiesce to its rise.  

Indicatively, perhaps, Russian President Putin allegedly now 

only communicates important information by hand-written 

letter: the leader of one of the world’s premier cyber-

powers has gone back to the 19th century in terms of 

technology to ensure that his messages cannot be hacked 

in any way. 

Indeed, the history of Great Power and the logic of strategy 

suggest what we would instead see is twofold. First, the US 

will race China for technological supremacy in AI and 

quantum computing. That process is now getting 

underway. Second, we could get a US ‘Putin-esque’ 

response. In other words, if they go high, you go low.  

For the US, this could hypothetically mean looking at the 

simplest areas to hurt China most cheaply – and one of 

those could be food and energy supply. Put simply, if 

China is able to hack the US economy at will, would a 

powerful riposte not be for the US to let it be seen that it is 

capable of physically blockading China’s flow of food and 

raw materials? If so, talk of ‘food security’ would take on an 

entirely different meaning.  

One does not have to look back too far in the history of 

Great Powers to find food and resources as a pressure 

point. 

 

Europ-aaaah! 

Clearly, for Europe this Great Power backdrop is highly 

unpleasant. Europe’s attempts to forget its bloody 

history mean it has forgotten the historical lessons of 

how to hold Great Power! One may wish to continue to 

ignore them - but as Trotsky warned: “You may not be 

interested in war, but war may be interested in you.”  

For the US, Europe needs to do more to help in the Great 

Power struggle to come. That involves rapidly boosting 

defence spending to 2% of GDP and buying many of those 

goods from the US, and standing alongside it vs. China on 

the trade front. If Europe acts in that manner, US Great 

Power is amplified – and yet Europe pays a notable price. 

If Europe sides with China instead, US Great Power is 

weakened – but the consequences would be even more 

severe for Europe. The US is unlikely to tolerate a refusal 

given it is America that provides Europe’s main defence 

against Russia. One would expect economic and political 

consequences: President Trump’s many Tweets on this 

topic make this point abundantly clear. Europe of course 

dislikes new US mercantilism, but also realises that while 

China talks free trade, the reality is far less equitable for 

many: even Germany has been implementing “Trumpian” 

screening and rejection of Chinese takeovers of its key 

firms. Why is this the case if China promises nothing but 

free trade and FDI?   

In short, without stronger political and economic union, 

and without an army, Europe finds itself ‘out-gunned’ 

in the current global climate, which leans towards less 

free trade, fewer European exports, more European imports 

from the US, higher defence spending, and less freedom – 

for example, the EU firms have been forced to stop trade 

with Iran due to US, not EU, sanctions.   

President Macron is now calling for an EU army, and 

France’s Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire has called for a 

European “empire” (a peaceful one!) to ensure it remains a 

global (Great?) power. Even Angela Merkel has now given 

an ascent that this goal needs to be achieved “one day”.  

Yet for a Europe that can’t agree on its political future, or 

on the acceptable size of a fiscal deficit, or on a full banking 

union, or on burden sharing on the fiscal front, is that 

dream of an army in any way realistic? How can one put the 

cart (or tank) before the fiscal horse? Or is the next round 

of ECB QE to flow to the (military) industrial complex for 

rearmament? That sounds like a pipe-dream. 

However, if Europe cannot regain Great Power, what are the 

alternatives and consequences? Far from good. 

 

https://thehill.com/opinion/national-security/376676-americas-enigma-problem-with-china-the-threat-of-quantum-computing
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The Rise… 

While Europe is stuck in the past, if not the part of the past 

that might be useful, the future of Great Power relations 

clearly lies in the Indo-Pacific. Increasingly, the map 

below looks like the one of Anglo-French rivalry taking 

place when Russia, Prussia, and Austro-Hungary all still sat 

alongside them. 

Indeed, we are moving towards a future world of multiple 

Great Powers under a duopoly at the top table: the US, 

China, Russia, Japan (if it changes its constitution), and 

India, while France and the UK both retain nuclear weapons 

and G-7 economies despite their structural weaknesses.  

Another power tier is also evident: Turkey, Saudi Arabia, 

and Israel in the Middle East; Australia if it so choose; and 

possibly Vietnam, Indonesia, and South Korea over time in 

East/South-east Asia. Pakistan is also already a nuclear 

power, in case we forget, as is North Korea, like it or not.   

Figure 22: Once upon a time in the West 

 Source: Janvier, 1762 

In the Middle East, for example, the bloody Syrian war has 

been part of a Great Power struggle, with many outside 

interests involved, from the US and Russia to Turkey.  

Recent dramatic swings in Turkish financial assets and 

currency were also a naked example of Great Power politics 

and how it can impact on an economy. What could be 

clearer an indicator of the same than Saudi Arabia’s 

boycotting neighbouring Qatar and threatening to turn it 

into an island by digging a canal around it? And how about 

US pressure on Iran? 

A new global balance of power may emerge after a time– 

but not all at once, not smoothly, and not independent of 

the current US-China and US-Russian Great Power 

competition. 

India in particular is a potential near-future Asian giant 

worth mentioning alongside Russia as a key factor. It too 

will one day be capable of holding its own against China, 

even if at present its economy is still a fraction of China’s 

size. Where does its future lie? 

If India acts in concert with, though independent of, the US, 

Japan, and Australia, a China-containment coalition may 

already be possible. Notably, India has recently signed a 

naval coordination agreement with Japan to just that end. 

Many do not realise that India already has the world’s 

fifth-largest defence budget, and if it continues to grow 

its economy at around 6-7% y-o-y in real terms, then within 

another five years it may move up to third place behind the 

US and China., and while it is buying air-defence systems 

from Russia, much to US chagrin, New Delhi is also likely to 

be a major market for high-tech US defence goods now 

that restrictions on their export have been lifted under the 

current administration. 

Could we perhaps see an Indo-Pacific ‘ring doughnut’ 

appear? Australia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Korea, Japan, and 

India, all sprinkled with the ‘sugar’ of US defence support, 

providing a balance-of-power circle around China? 

If so, we can expect increasing political cooperation and 

trade flows around that ‘ring doughnut’ as states, and 

individual firms, look for synergies, comparative advantage, 

and economies of scale to help ensure that China’s 

enormous economic gravity does not dominate. (Indeed, 

wasn’t that what the Trans-Pacific Partnership was a 

stepping stone towards?) 

In short, opportunities are clearly there as well as threats.  

 

 

   

 

Figure 21: The rise and fall and rise of Great Powers 

 Source: Berteli, 1565 
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…and Fallout 

"Great Power competition has returned" says the Pentagon. 

That is ominous to hear when we have just commemorated 

a century since the end of WW1, the gateway to WW2. 

If true, we risk a paradigm shift in how economies and 

markets operate, which already seems underway on the US-

China trade front, for example. 

The history of Great Power struggles that we have tried to 

show here can arguably help us understand why these 

happen and why Power is then won or lost, while the logic 

of grand strategy can also give us clues as to potential 

tactics that we will see. 

Given currencies rise or fall along with Great Power, this 

backdrop has serious implications. Indeed, Great Power 

struggles, not just economics or econometrics, will be 

fundamental for predicting major market movements 

ahead.  

So what practical conclusions can we draw? 

1. The trade war between the US and China is not just a 

spat. It is part of a much larger Great Power struggle, and 

one that will move to its own peculiar logic that can 

sometime be at odds with economic logic – something that 

one misunderstands at one’s peril. 

2. Volatility in financial markets is likely to increase in 

tandem with Great Power competition, largely because 

after four decades of US-centric free trade, most market 

participants have no frame of reference for how these 

power struggles play out. 

3. Given great currencies follow Great Power, USD is 

likely to continue to gain ahead for structural reasons; by 

contrast, CNY is likely to weaken substantially, and the 

outlook for EUR and GBP is also cloudy if key decisions 

cannot be taken rapidly. For some emerging markets, like 

Russia and Turkey, future currency paths are again as much 

political as they are driven by economic fundamentals. 

4. This backdrop suggests additional underlying 

support for our view of lower longer-term US Treasury 

yields. While the trade war’s impact on US inflation is as yet 

unclear, geopolitical risk is traditionally, and rightly, seen as 

risk off.   

5. Firms with complex global supply chains need to 

realise that there will be a rising need for localisation 

and supply-chain shortening to ensure that potential 

economic, financial, and geopolitical shocks do not pose 

risks to the business. More nimble structures are called for 

to respond to a far more fluid situation. 

6. There are opportunities as well as risks. Obviously this 

backdrop does not suggest ‘business as usual’. However, 

for those able to correctly read the runes of where Great 

Power struggle may lead, there are still healthy returns to 

be made. 

7. Food security is traditionally a concern in countries due 

to supply fears, and at present Great Power competition is 

seeing some global agri trade disrupted by tariffs. However, 

it’s possible that in some future scenarios ‘food security’ 

could take on a different meaning entirely if it becomes a 

pressure point for Great Power: next to climatological 

reasons, can I rely on food supplies for political reasons?    
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